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Risks and Rewards 

of Online Dating 

Is it really worth it? 

WHAT IS CYBER DATING? 

Cyber dating or online dating is a form of relationship 

building. It an alternative to the more fundamentalist 

way of direct dating and introduction. Dating through 

the internet can be enjoyable or very disappointing 

for the seekers or partners. If truly successful, it can 

be a real triumph. 

What makes people seek online relationships? 

In any discussion, there are sides for and against 

certain things. The topic of cyber dating is no 

exception, with many people being ‘successful’. 

People may decide to try online relationships if they 

are less social or shy. However this does not mean 

that they are anti-social as some describe online 

daters. People may be unable to socailise in a bar or 

at the movies for example so they resort to 

technologies like the internet to build up their 

relationship. On the other hand people may seek 

online relationships as a way to find their ‘true love’ 

or begin a new friendship. Also that the fact that 

online dating and internet personals usually are able 

to provide more users or individuals potentially ready 

for a relationship than the traditional dating methods 

of friend/family introduction then talk, restaurant etc. 

Online dating is more like; finding out the person’s 

details from their profile, email conversations then 

decide to meet. Sometimes young people who have 

never really got involved in dating may try online 

relationships for fun. Some people say that even 

being friends/contacts with users over the internet is 

a friendship, which could classify as online 

relationships. 

What evidence is there that online 

relationships work? 

Apparently, only about a third of online romantic 

relationships actually turn out to be ‘successful’. As 

defined previously, online relationships include cyber 

friendships such as internet buddies or gaming 

partners online. Dating online is being around for 

many years now. Since internet dating services 

mainly rely on advertisements to make a profit, most 

are not of a great standard. Many can not control the 

information submitted by users on profiles. As I 

would assume most people today have at least one 

email account with contacts. Some people like me 

added some people over 5 years ago, so that could 

possibly count as a working email friendship. For 

those who have working or flourishing online 

relationships it can be a real joy and encouragement. 

What can go wrong in online relationships? 

The pros and cons of online relationships as many 

have labeled this issue in the past. As I mentioned in 

the under the first feature heading, there are good 

and bad results or consequences to all actions. Simply 

if an online relationship is truly based on respect 

between the two people than it will work perfectly. 

Dangers of online relationships include failures and 

disappointment in each other. Since users can remain 

anonymous to the other potential partner, there are 

risks that one of the partners may be a fraud. 

Sometimes people just participate in online 

relationship to harm and deceive people. On many 

occasions users of online dating services can become 

victims to harassment and abuse. Even the dating 

service may betray you by releasing your information 

to others you may not want to know. There are many 

advantages and disadvantages in an online 

relationship, it can be fun and enjoyable but the risks 

as I believe outweigh the rewards. You be the judge! 


